
 
 

 

Film 
 

LCB Depot’s exhibition & events programme highlights work from a different creative practice every 
month. In March 2021 the focus is on film, photography, and video.  

Artists and filmmakers from across the country including those based in Loughborough and at De 
Montfort Universities will showcase their latest work in our gallery and online 

To find out more visit http://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/film 

#film @lcbdepot 

 

 

My Grandpa's Ties 

Dr Miffy Ryan in collaboration with TY YU 

image 

In early 2020 I collaborated with Taiwanese artist and game designer TY YU and invited her to shoot 
my Performance-to-Camera My Grandpa's Ties. It is part of an ongoing exploration into my multi-
heritage Anglo white/ Afro Caribbean roots. The ties belong to my deceased African Grandpa, and 
have long fascinated me as they are simultaneously about formality and tradition but also in their 
batique prints and colourful weaves communicate his 'otherness' in the broader white middle England 
context he was trying to fit into. That was my reasoning... The images themselves that Ty Yu shot feel 
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like they navigate my feminine subjectivity as I explore the arguably phallic tie as a means to give me 
wings and set me free. They are humorous, joyous, at times embarassing intoxicated and sexually 
charged. 

Artist Bio 

I am an artist, philosopher and educator. I work with photography, found objects, performance and 
spoken word and I am keen to engage my audience in notions of performativity and agency across 
mediums. I am a Doctor of philosophy and a fine art graduate from Goldsmith's College London. My 
most recent published work is my artwork My Nana’s Wedding (Gown) in Professor Ming Turner’s 
2017 book Body Gender & Diaspora; this work is also now held in the Live Art Development Agency’s 
archive on Maternal Aesthetics. I also published a photographic ‘report’ on the ethics of performing 
with children for LADA in collaboration with The Institute for the Art & Practice of Dissent at Home 
(April 2017). I have often sought to present my research in performative ways rather than in the more 
traditional format of the academic paper whilst conversely presenting my artwork as 'research'. 
Recent examples are; a performance with 1970s live artist Shirley Cameron (now in her 70s) and my 
daughter's titled What’s it Like Growing Up in Performance? at Leeds Beckett University as part of the 
With Children conference convened by Adele Senior and Gary Anderson in February 2019; a 
performed conversation with artists Evelyn Silver and Shirley Cameron at ‘For and Against: Politics and 
the Pamphlet. Radar and Radical Aesthetics Radical Art’ in May 2019. I was part of Radar’s Who Cares? 
symposium in October 2019. And a participatory performance titled 'Cleaning Workshop' at Leeds 
Beckett as part of 'Cite Women!' 2019. I have an ongoing photographic project titled avant-garde in 
the Community! in collaboration with photographer Dawn Woods. I work for the Tate Modern Early 
Years and Families Curatorial and I am teacher of art at Loughborough High School for Girls.  

TY YU is a friend and graphic designer based in Taiwan. I met her when she came over to the UK to 
study for a masters in Art & Design at Loughborough University. She has co-designed game apps, and 
creates holographic works. She is presently in Taipei working as a project assitant at the new Techno 
Art Centre there. I invited her to shoot my performance in a closed studio environment where she was 
the only live spectator. I set up the lighting and the camera and directed the shots. I knew she was 
meticulous and has a good eye plus I wanted to be shot by a non Western woman to alter the dynamics 
of the gaze.   
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